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Kindergarten Spatial Reasoning
Shares progressive exercises that help preschoolers gradually advance their
coloring skills from scribbling to coloring within designated lines while learning how
to use crayons as a precursor to writing with a pencil. Original.

Complete Curriculum, Grade 1
Introduce your child to science through fun activities including stickering, coloring,
mazes, and more.

My Book of Rhyming Words
Are You Ready for Kindergarten Preschool Skills
This workbook will help your child develop skills essential for preschool and
beyond. This is a bind up of Number Games 1-70, Alphabet Games, and Rhyming
Words.

My Book of Number Games 1-150
This workbook will help develop your child's ability to count and recognize numbers
while continuing to build their fine motor sills. Through the use of stickering and
other fun activities your child will learn to count numbers 1 through 10.

Grow to Know Lowercase Letters
"If your child is starting to use a pencil, then this book will build on that foundation.
Use this book to help your child develop pencil skills while having fun with easy
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mazes."

My Big Book of Numbers, Letters & Words
"Supports the common core state standards"--Back cover.

Grow to Know Tracing
The creative characters teach upperand lowercase letters and beginning sounds. A
sign language page for each letter and four picture cards are also included.

Intro to Geometry (Grades 6-8)
A colouring book like no other! In this workbook, children learn in a step-by-step
fashion how to choose the correct colours and colour within the lines. After
providing children with the practice to master colouring, the final section of the
book allows for creativity as well.

DK Workbooks: Math, Pre-K
In a step-by-step approach, children are taught how to add three, four and five and
bigger single-digit numbers. This enables them to gain solid calculation skills
without being confused about decimal places. Building basic addition skills is vital
to later understanding of the decimal system, which is the foundation of higher
level arithmetic concepts and skills taught at school. The purpose of this book is to
prepare children for school-level mathematics.

My First Book of Mazes
A workbook of colorful tracing exercises helps very young children practice basic
pencil-control skills, sharing activities that graduate from straight vertical lines to
more challenging curves, zigzags and diagonals. Original.

Addition Grade 1
This workbook is meant to introduce your child to the skills her or she will need in
kindergarten. By practicing each of the skills taught in this workbook, your child
will be ready for academic success.

My Book of Numbers, 1-30
Helps youngsters build early concentration and pencil-control skills with tracing
exercises placed on mazes and aided by clear directional indicators, offering
engaging scenes of familiar settings including towns, streets and parks. Original.

Thinking Skills Pre-K
Covers reading skills, spelling skills, math skills, language arts, writing skills, and
test preparation.
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My First Book of Tracing
My Book of Number Games 1-150 is in the 'Math Skills Workbooks for Pre-K' series
that covers ages 4-6. Perfect for children who can recognise and recite numbers
from 1 to 150, use this workbook to help children to further develop their counting
abilities. Exercises include drawing a line from one point to another in numerical
order while saying each number out loud, as well as matching each number and
coloring in the blank spaces.

My Book of Coloring
Reinforces early math skills by helping prospective kindergarteners become
familiar with numbers up to 30, sharing step-by-step exercises and entertaining
activities designed to promote kindergarten readiness. Reprint.

Pre-Algebra
Builds on early reading skills to help children master the reading and writing of
phrases that combine similar-sounding consonant and vowel combinations in a
volume that offers tracing and pronunciation games involving such example
phrases as "grab the grape" and "ride the bike." Original.

Let's Fold!
Our Thinking Skills Workbooks strengthen critical thinking skills that are crucial for
success in school and beyond. In this workbook, your child will master spatial
reasoning through a progression of mazes, navigation exercises, puzzles, and
measurement activities.

Let's Color!
"This workbook will help your child learn addition sums beyond 20."--cover.

Kumon, Multiplication
Your childs favourite workbooks just got upgraded -- with new content and a new
look! We took our Kumon Basic Skills Series and revised the content and covers
after over 15 years of producing bestselling early learning materials. All of the
revised Basic Skills workbooks will feature new activities, full-colour images, and
the same trusted Kumon learning method. Kumon Basic Skills workbooks ensure
that children master pencil control skills with ease, so that they learn to love
learning independently. Everything in our Basic Skills workbooks -- from the sturdy
paper to the engaging content -- is designed with the best interests of your child in
mind.

Letters, Numbers & Shapes!
Helps children who are starting to learn the alphabet grasp the differences
between capital and lower-case letters, providing skill-building worksheets
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featuring colorful representative images, traceable capital letters and write-in
spaces. Original.

My Book of Numbers 1-10
A workbook of color-by-number and connect-the-dots exercises helps children
recognize numbers up to 70, providing coverage of both ordinal numbers and
number sequence while establishing a foundation for elementary-level math skills.
Original.

TinkerActive Workbooks: Pre-K Math
For children who can already read and write the 26 letters of the alphabet. Words
that are familiar to children - such as bat, hat and rat - are grouped together by the
vowel and consonant combination of the last two letters. By repeatedly saying and
tracing words, children easily acquire solid abilities to say and write simple words.

Kindergarten Logic
Introduces the youngest students to numbers up to 30, reinforcing early
recognition and number-writing skills with connect-the-dot games, tracing
activities and more, in a volume complemented by a confidence-building certificate
of achievement. Original.

My First Book of Cutting
With this workbook, your child will master each topic in pre-algebra in a step-bystep manner, building both understanding and confidence. Topics include fractions,
exponents, order of operations, positive and negative numbers, algebraic
expressions, and more. The contents of this volume were originally published
individually as Pre-Algebra Workbook I (2014) and Pre-Algebra Workbook II (2014).

Are You Ready for Kindergarten? Math Skills
Our Thinking Skills Workbooks strengthen critical thinking skills that are crucial for
success in school and beyond. In this workbook, your child will master spatial
reasoning through a progression of mazes, navigation exercises, puzzles, and
measurement activities.

My First Book of Lowercase Letters
Through a series of playful tracing and number recognition activities, your child will
master numbers 1 through 30 and have fun.

My Book of Addition
Our Thinking Skills Workbooks strengthen critical thinking skills that are crucial for
success in school and beyond.
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Pre-K Spatial Reasoning
My Book of Easy Mazes, Ages 2-3-4
Kumon Math Skills Workbooks are unique because they focus on teaching one
specific skill from start to finish. With just the right amount of practice, children
master each topic and gain confidence without becoming bored or frustrated.

Science K & Up Kumon Sticker Activity Book
Promotes beginning multiplication skills by introducing specific concepts gradually
to enable complete mastery and the memorization of multiplication basics, sharing
an abundance of practice pages for extra reinforcement. Original.

My First Book of Uppercase Letters
From Star Wars, Brain Quest and Kumon workbook writer and editor Nathalie Le
Du, TinkerActive Workbooks: Pre-K Math is part of an illustrated educational series
that combines curriculum-based exercises designed for all learners with hands-on
activities to help kids learn through play. With TinkerActive Workbooks, learning
leaps off the page and into the real world. Start with interactive and entertaining
exercises that cover the essential pre-k math skills. Then, apply what you’ve
learned with exciting hands-on tinkering, making, and engineering activities and
common household materials. A charming cast of characters—the fuzzy, friendly
TinkerActive MotMots, creatures of all shapes and sizes—guide kids through every
new concept with cheer and humor. Once you’ve completed the workbook, unbox
a collectible magnet badge of success hidden in the back cover and proudly
display it on the included poster. Created in consultation with award-winning
educators, TinkerActive Workbooks are designed so kids can learn through play!
They build your child’s fundamental math skills AND inspire them to try new things,
discover new skills, and imagine new possibilities. This workbook covers: Same &
Different, Sorting, Counting to 20, Quantities, Writing Numbers, Addition &
Subtraction Fundamentals, Measurement, Spatial Reasoning, and Shapes.
Illustrations by Les McClaine and Anna-Maria Jung

My Book of Number Games 1-70
Our Thinking Skills Workbooks strengthen critical thinking skills that are crucial for
your child's success in school and in life. With our effective step-by-step method
and colorful, engaging activities, your child will enjoy each page as he or she builds
essential skills.

My Book of Multiplication
Trace your way to fine motor skills! With Grow to Know Tracing your child will
progress from straight to curved to curly lines, so he or she is confident with a
pencil.
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Let's Cut Paper!
Provides developmentally relevant exercises in tactile experience and fine-motor
control, gradually advancing very young children from simple one-fold activities
through beginning origami that can be incorporated into creating amusing paper
toys and art projects. Original.

Kumon Workbooks Math Preschool
Trace your way to fine motor skills! With Grow to Know Tracing your child will
progress from straight to curved to curly lines, so he or she is confident with a
pencil.

Preschool Math Workbook for Toddlers Ages 2-4
Counting with Stickers 1-10
Introducing a range of fun, practical and educational early-learning workbooks
from Kumon, the leading world-wide supplementary education provider. The
Kumon method enables children to progress successfully, by practicing material
until concepts are mastered, and by advancing in small, manageable steps. In this
workbook, children are introduced to scissors, an important basic tool which helps
improve their manual dexterity.

Grow to Know Uppercase Letters
A first workbook for preschoolers introduces the safe use of scissors, explaining
how to hold and control a pair of scissors before performing simple one-stroke cuts
and eventually advancing to more complicated curves, zig-zagged lines and
shapes. Original.

My Book of Writing Words
Kumon Math Workbooks Preschool Give your child a head start with the latest
preschool education textbook that teaches the basics of mathematics to young
children. A pre-school math book for kids is a great way for your toddler to learn
basic math skills like recognizing numbers, tracking numbers, counting and
coloring. We have collected a large variety of different activities alike fun and
educational! We have a little ourselves and know how important it is (and difficult!)
To keep their attention! Why would you love this book? A wide variety of different
fun and educational activities: 1_ COUNT TRACE AND COLOR 2_ COLOER MY
NUMBER 3_HOW MANY 4_Dot-to-dot 5_TRACING PRACTIE 6_write the numbers
7_WHICH ONE IS DEFFERENT 8_COUNT AND COLOR THE MATCHING NUMERAL
9_TIMES TABLES The Book Contains: Premium matte cover design Perfectly sized
at 8.5" x 11" +100 Pages
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES &
HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR
LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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